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ABSTRACT
"Internet+" has been integrated deeply into various industries, which also inspires them innovation of the
alumni management work. The aim of the project is to build an interaction between alumni and institution.
Alumni can contact to the students regarding job opportunities and the students can share the institutional
activities to the alumni. A system that helps to manage alumni data and provide easy access to the system. The
system will automatically list all Alumni information and their status will be transferred from the student
module to the alumni module. The system aims at building platform to make alumni network ,store alumni
data.
Keyword: "Internet+",database, login, online, web based.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Alumni Management System has been designed using Java and MySQL in order to make it a user interactive
application. This is an online platform for students to take advantage of the benefits. The alumni network is
becoming important in the development of the institution because of their vast potential that benefits both the
institution and the students. This project which stores Alumni data which makes easier to maintain the records
of the alumni. The proposed system will be can be accessed by alumni anywhere. Alumni of a college generally
stay connected with their immediate friends but find it hard to stay connected with college mates. Alumni
management work is directly related to the amplification effect of alumni resources in "Internet+" era

II.
1.
2.
3.

METHODOLOGY

Following are the basic modules involve in project-Admin, Event Manager, Alumni.
Connect students from different corners of world on a single platform.
Help institute to broadcast the event information to their alumni’s.

Fig-:1

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The front portion contains resgistration tab along with login tab through which all the user cn use the system
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Fig.-2
Admin:
This module helps them to register user. The contents are id, name, Address, contact no, mail id, password.
They can update, delete, maintain the data. In this module admin can update the details of the student like
student name, password, address, contact number, mail id, register number, department name. These details
stored in database.





Update student details.
Search user details.
View student details.
Event update information.

Fig.-3
Event Manager:
This Module help to upload event information. It also help to notify alumni about instutional activites



Update Events.
Upload Events
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Fig.-4
Alumni: This Module helps to register alumni and use the services provided on the platform. In this sub module
we can search the details of the college information and the user can select college information as their wish.
 Update user details.
 Search friend details.
 View student details

Fig.-5

IV.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

The Proposed system is a computerized system, maintained at centralized databases i.e. in automated forms.
Maintaining all the records online makes it simpler to access and retrieve data. If they want any record they can
easily search it. It provides multiple user accessibility and also has different user . So the system is accessible
for all the employees of the organization.



It is very easy to manage historical data in database.
It is very easy to record the information of the colleges and about the students in the databases.This
system is secured.
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This system provides a single point of network as they connect all the people connected to the
university at a single place allowing interactions, exchange of ideas and other information.
The system is an application for managing and accessing Alumni information regular.

Fig.-6

V.

CONCLUSION

The system is beneficial for alumni and institute. A easy way to reduce manual work and time saving. This
System helps to maintain the connectivity of alumni with institution. The system is secured and has been
developed keeping in mind al pros and cons. This module should be used for collecting data and connect with
college students and faculty.
FUTURE SCOPE
In future would try to expand this project for faculty member who had been a part of institute once as faculty
alumni. On the other part project will be implemented on a bigger platform such as university. This model is
restricted to initial level where vast data can’t be managed easiliy.
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